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The digital counter is designed for use in lectures, in demon-
stration experiments and in practical exercises. All parameters
are set via keys on the front panel; the corresponding LEDs
indicate which settings are currently active. This means that
you can use the instrument easily and intuitively, without having
to look up each function every time before using.

The device can store up to 2000 measured values. After mea-
suring, these can be accessed one by one or output to a com-
puter via the serial interface (RS 232) on the rear of the device.
The device is supplied with the necessary software.

Safety note

1 Description, technical data

• Five-digit 25 mm high digital display (plus indicator field for
units: Imp (pulse counts), 1/s, 1/min., Hz, kHz, rpm, s, ms)

• Two-digit 12 mm high storage counter

• 2 display fields for edge selection and mode

• Direct connection for counter tube with adjustable high volt-
age 0 - 640 V)

• BNC input (1 MΩ) for rate, frequency or period measurements
(frequencies up to 2 MHz) with adjustable trigger threshold
(0.1 - 5 V) and switchable coupling (DC or AC)

• Microphone input (3.5 mm jack)

• 2 light-barrier inputs (also via 4-mm sockets) fur simultaneous
frequency, period or time measurements (time resolution 1 µs,
edges selectable)

• Separate voltage output (5 V / 200 mA)

• Recorder output for rate measurements at input A

• Built-in loudspeaker (switchable)

• Relay switches synchronized with start of measurement

• Stores up to 2000 measured values

• Electrically isolated serial interface (RS 232) for computer
connection

• Measuring and evaluation software for Windows 95 and Win-
dows NT (updates available free of charge at our website
http://www.leybold-didactic.de).

Digital Counter (575 48)

The function of the digital counter can be impaired by static
electricity or voltage peaks in the mains supply.

If necessary, provide for electrostatic discharge in the vicinity
of the device, or use a line filter.



2 Operation

1 Selection of measurement quantity

2 Selection of quantity/unit to be displayed

3 Display of measured value

4 Storage counter

5 Storage replay keys

6 START/TOP key

7 Counter tube input with high voltage adjuster

8 Frequency input (BNC and microphone connection) with
trigger threshold adjuster

9 2 light barrier inputs (also via 4 mm sockets)
10 Fixed-voltage output

11 Recorder output for rate measurement, with range adjuster

12 Changeover relay
13 Toggle key for built-in loudspeaker

14 Serial interface (RS 232)
15 Voltage supply for discriminator preamplifier (559 93)

2.1 Measurement quantity (control panel top left)

You can select the desired measurement quantity in field (1).
However, if a measurement is currently running, you must first
stop this before you can change the measurement quantity.
The previous displayed value is reset when a new measure-
ment quantity is selected. The following measurement quanti-
ties are available:

Measurement
quantity Input Display

(with options)

Count (pulses) A, B or E
(F for ext. gate) N in pulses

Rate A, B or E (F for
ext. gate)

R in /s (in /min.,
N/pulses, ∆t/s)

Frequency B or E and
additionally F f/Hz (f/kHz, f/rpm)

Period B or E and
additionally F

∆t/s (∆t/ms, f/Hz,
f/kHz, f/rpm)

Time E and additionally
F

t/s (t/ms, ∆t/s,
∆t/ms)

In pulse counting an external gate can be simultaneously
toggled on and off at input F. Similarly, the gate time can addi-
tionally be selected in rate measurements (1 s, 10 s, 60 s).

2.2 Inputs (control panel bottom left)

After selecting the desired quantity, inputs can be configured as
required, as shown in the table above. Additionally, the counter
tube voltage can be selected at input A (7) (displayed during
change), the trigger threshold at input B (8) (displayed during
change) and the coupling (DC or AC, after pressing key B), as
well as the edges at inputs E and F (9) (displayed in real time in
the corresponding display elements). Various options are provi-
ded for setting the edge (e.g. positive edge, negative edge, light
pulse, dark pulse, high-level, low-level, stopclock, P=pendu-
lum, i.e. only ever other edge is counted).

Simultaneous measurements cannot be conducted at inputs A,
B and E. To simplify operation, the device automatically swit-
ches between inputs when it registers a pulse at a different in-
put. You can deactivate this automatic switchover by selecting
inputs manually.

2.3 Display (control panel, top right)

Once you select the measurement quantity, the display (3) is
set to the measurement quantity shown in the table. In accord-
ance with the table, the display can also be switched to a diffe-
rent quantity (e.g. from R to N).

All measurements are started and stopped using the
START/STOP key (6). If no measurement has been run yet, no
measured values appear in the display (the numerical fields of
the display are blank). During measurement only the display
can be changed (e.g. to a different unit of measure or different
active input). If you try to make a change which is prohibited
during measuring, an arrow appears above the START/STOP
key as a reminder that you have to stop the measurement first.

During the measurement the measured values are stored in the
internal memory and the storage counter (4) is incremented ac-
cordingly. As the storage counter is only equipped with a two-di-
git display, a counter overflow is indicated by a decimal point
which appears following the second digit.

When the memory is full, i.e. 2000 measured values have been
stored, the measurement continues running but no new measu-
red values are stored. The storage counter then displays two
dashes. When the measurement is stopped the storage counter
shows the last value stored. You can browse through all measu-
red values backward with < and forward with >. The correspon-
ding storage count (4) flashes during the readout. You can era-
se the memory by pressing CLEAR and < simultanously. Pres-
sing CLEAR alone erases only the current value.

During the measurement and when reading out the memory,
the LEDs of the inputs and the display elements for the edges
no longer display the selected settings, but rather the inputs
and edges which correspond to the currently displayed measu-
red value. For example, when rising edges are to be measured
at E and F, both inputs display these edges before the meas-
urement. During the measurement and when reading out the
memory, however, only the edge which corresponds to the cur-
rently displayed time is indicated.

As the LEDs of the inputs and the edge displays are also utili-
zed in readout, it is not possible to change the settings of these
inputs directly. Any attempt to change these settings (by pres-
sing A,B,E or F) terminates the read-out, and the current values
are displayed again. You can then change the settings as desi-
red.

2.4 Outputs (lower right)

You can activate the built-in loudspeaker by pressing key (13).
Each registered pulse is then audible as a click. Also, a rate
measured at input A is output at recorder output (11) in the form
of a voltage from 0 to 5 V. The voltage at this output can be set
using the corresponding key (11) in steps from 10 /s/V (1 V cor-
responds to 10 pulses/s) to 10,000 /s/V (1 V corresponds to
10,000 pulses/s). The current setting appears in the display
when this key is pressed. Pressing this key repeatedly changes
this setting in increments. The output voltage is averaged elec-
tronically. Thus, it changes continuously, and not in discrete
steps like the displayed digital value of the rate measurement.

The changeover relay (12) de-energizes at each measurement
start, and re-energizes again when the measurement is stop-
ped. This makes it ideal for controlling a holding magnet for ti-
ming measurements.

Also, a fixed voltage output (10) (5 V / 200 mA) is available for
any purpose, e.g. for supplying simple light barriers.

The rear panel contains the serial interface (14) for outputting
data to a computer and an additional voltage output (15) suit-
able e.g. for the discriminator preamplifier (559 93).
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3 Examples

3.1 Pulse counter (Counts)

You can choose between inputs A, B and E. Pulse counting
begins when you press the START/STOP key. Each pulse in-
crements the displayed counter stand by 1. When the measure-
ment is stopped, the counter is halted and the count stored in
memory. Restarting the measurement resets the count to zero
and starts a new count.

Alternatively, the pulse count can be controlled after starting via
an external signal at input F (GATE F) .

At the end of the measurement series you can read out the me-
mory with < and > and erase it with < + CLEAR.

You can output the registered pulses via the built-in loudspea-
ker.

3.2 Rate

When you select the ratemeter function, you must also set the
desired gate time (1 s, 10 s, 60 s or external gate via input F).
You can choose between inputs A, B and E. When using input F
for gate control, select the desired pulse shape for the open
gate using this input.

The rate measurement is started and stopped by pressing
START/STOP. The measured rate is displayed and stored at
the end of each gate time.

You can choose between display of N, R and ∆t. To change the
displayed unit (e.g. 1/s to 1/min.), simply press the correspon-
ding key again.

You can output the registered pulses via the built-in loudspea-
ker. The measured rate is present in the form of a voltage at the
recorder output RATE.

3.3 Frequency

You can choose between inputs B, E and F. Inputs B/F or E/F
additionally permit two-channel measurements. Inputs E and F
also allow you to define whether only ever other edge is to be
counted (display shows “P” for pendulum mode).

The frequency measurement is started and stopped by pres-
sing START/STOP. The measured frequency is displayed and
stored every second. When measuring at two inputs at once
(e.g. B,E and F), both frequencies are stored. You can switch
the display between the two frequencies using the E and F
keys.

You can also select the unit of the displayed frequency by pres-
sing the corresponding key. You can choose between the units
Hz, kHz and rpm (revolutions per minute). When displaying rpm
values, remember that the display has a resolution of only
100 rpm (due to the short measuring time of 1 s).

3.4 Period

You can choose between inputs B, E and F. Inputs B/F or E/F
also permit two-channel measurements. Inputs E and F additio-
nally allow you to define whether only ever other edge is to be
counted (display shows “P” for pendulum mode).

The period measurement is started and stopped by pressing
START/STOP. The device displays and stores the measured
period. When measuring at two inputs at once (e.g. B,E and F),
both periods are stored. You can switch the display between
the two periods using the E and F keys.

You can choose between display of ∆t and f. For display of f, the
measured period is automatically converted to a frequency. To
change the displayed unit (e.g. Hz to kHz), simply press the
corresponding key again. Note that period measurement is less
accurate than frequency measurement for frequencies above
1 kHz. Period mode does not provide any measured values at
frequencies above around 10 kHz.

3.5 Stopclock (Time)

You can choose between inputs E and F. The setting at input E
allows you to choose between 7 possible edge parameters (po-
sitive edge, negative edge, light pulse, dark pulse, high-level,
low-level, stopclock). Input F only passes edges which match
input E.

The following table explains the symbols of the edge display for
measuring times as a function of the selected display quantity:

Symbol
for t

displayed
time

Symbol
for ∆t

displayed
time
difference

Start until
rising edge

Between
2 edges
(E/E or E/F)

Start until
falling edge

Between
2 edges
(E/E or E/F)

Start until
high pulse Long high

Start until
low pulse Long low

Time for all
high levels
(additive)

Time for all
low levels
(additive)

(intermediate
time

clock
running)

Pause
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The edge settings high level and low level enable connection of
a bouncing switch for timing. The time is then always measured
as long as the selected level is maintained (also additive ti-
ming). The stopclock setting provides a standard stopclock for
measuring times independently of inputs E and F. You can also
start a measurement and take intermediate times, pause or end
the measurement. In additive measurements, the time resolution
in manual stopclock mode is limited to 0.01 s instead of the 1 µs
possible in other modes.

The stopclock is started and stopped by pressing
START/STOP. The time display continues to run as long as no
pulse is registered at inputs E and F. The time of each registe-
red pulse is stored. You can select the times to be displayed
after starting using the keys E and F.

You can choose between display of t and ∆t.To change the dis-
played unit (e.g. s to ms), simply press the corresponding key
again. When t is selected, the digital counter only displays mea-
suring times from the start of the measurement until the current
edge, while in the setting ∆t the counter additionally calculates
the time differences between individual consecutive edges.

Attention:

Timing is automatically halted when two consecutive edges
arrive at the same interval separated by less than ∆t = 1 ms.
The measurement continues to run as long as this time diffe-
rence is greater. Smaller intervals are only possible in elapsed-
time measurements (measurements between the two inputs E
and F), as only a single measurement, and thus the correspon-
ding difference, is recorded for E and F (no continuous meas-
urement).

4 Software

The enclosed software is not required in order to operate the
digital counter. However, it greatly enhances the measuring
and evaluation possibilities.

To install the software, you need a computer on which Windows
9x or Windows NT are properly installed. The program
SETUP.EXE on the disk prompts you to specify the language
and installation directory, and then installs the software auto-
matically. You can subsequently change the language of the
software at any time. After installation is complete, the software
can be found in the “Start” menu under “Programs” —› “Digital
Counter”.

If the software cannot find the digital counter on starting, it out-
puts a corresponding error message (possible causes: voltage
source or serial cable not properly connected, wrong serial in-
terface). You can change the serial interface by pressing key F5
(dialog box “Settings” —› tab “General”); you can save this set-
ting by clicking on “Save New Parameters”.

You can uninstall the software at any time using the Software
icon in the Control Panel.

The program contains detailed help on the use of all functions.
We recommend that you take the time to become familiar with
the program by reading these help texts, which are accessible
with F1, after starting the program, and even printing them out.

All future software updates (enhancements, patches) will be
made available as they appear free of charge on our website
http://www.leybold-didactic.de.
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